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The Principle of Rhythm

Rhythm – Movement characterized by the repeating
pattern or natural flow of related elements.
Rhythm occurs over time as one moves from point to point in a composed
sequence, whether in music, art, or golf course architecture. One does not experience
rhythm in the same way as one experiences balance, which is experienced immediately.
Rhythm evolves over time. It evolves because pattern and repetition are ingredients
that are essential in creating rhythm. Pattern is an arrangement of elements (such as
colors, forms, shapes, or textures) expressed at regular intervals. Repetition creates
the intervals (or pauses) between patterns. Both elements require timing or spacing
to develop before one can experience a rhythm.
Most people associate rhythm as the arrangement of sounds through the
repeated spacing of various musical notes. Much like the Principle of Rhythm is
musically experienced with one’s ears, the same occurs in design through the eyes. In
landscape architecture, rhythm happens when the eye follows a regular arrangement
of patterns while moving along a specific path or sequence.
Patterns that occur in regular or irregular intervals develop through the
repetition of a singular form to create a specific sequence. The repeated spacing
of these singular elements is what creates rhythm. For instance: A-A-A-A is a
simple rhythm like a single, steady heartbeat. Similar processes to repetition, such as
alternation, inversion, or gradation, are used to create patterned sequences as well.
Gradation is a gradual characteristic change in one element. The repeated
element in a rhythmic sequence may slowly increase or decrease in size (such as A-AA-A-A) or another characteristic may vary, such as a steady lightening or darkening of
a color. The principle of gradation is a controlled buildup (or decrease) of rhythm
without creating sudden changes.
Alternation is a sequence of two different patterns repeating themselves
such as A-B-A-B-A-B. The rhythm derived through alternation sounds most like
a heartbeat that repeatedly rises and falls. Inversion utilizes opposite elements to
create an even stronger rhythm such as A-b-A-b-A-b. Inverted elements change so
their characteristics are at the opposite end of the spectrum from each other (such as
dark and big to light and small). Each of these examples demonstrate two elements
juxtaposed to each other yet there can just as easily be multiple elements stringing
together a more intense and longer rhythm, such as A-b-A-c-A-d-A-b, etc. But too
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many elements spaced out too far can end up losing rhythm altogether. One is then
left with just a jumble of sights or sounds.
Nonetheless, through whatever principle of repetition one chooses, everything
is connected through pattern and time. When a connection is successfully created
through these principles, the eye can move smoothly from one element to another in
a pleasing way without interruption. Spacing out elements of design in a specific way
creates visual patterns that one responds to subconsciously. Certain elements may
form a pattern that’s easy to follow, creating a positive rhythm, or the elements may
form no pattern and convey a negative experience, lacking rhythm completely.

The left tile pattern has a pleasing rhythm, creating a positive experience horizontally as well as
diagonally. The tile pattern to the right lacks a consistent rhythm, creating a negative experience.
(Courtesy: Richard Mandell Golf Architecture)

One definition for rhythm is “a pattern in an activity that makes it enjoyable to watch
or easy to do.” This best illustrates why the Principle of Rhythm in golf architecture
is often associated with golf course routing. If a routing is pleasing or enjoyable,
critics associate the positive feeling with a rhythmic flow of golf holes. Yet because
that flow is so difficult to define, the principles of Balance and Variety are often
incorrectly cited as a way to define the rhythm.
Because the routing of a golf course is so tied to a site’s topography, the
rhythm of a golf course is equally tied to the rhythm of its topography. If the
topography is varied enough and the golf course architect able enough, the melding
of the topography to the routing should be a rhythmic symphony of the highest
order. A golf course built on a more topographically-stimulating site has the potential
for great rhythm built into the routing. Yet the rhythm of a routing can still be a
bit monotonous on a varied site. For example, a course that strictly plays up-downup-down is repetitive at its most basic. It’s the golf architect’s job to bring out the
topography’s rhythm beyond basic repetition.
This is where one must be able to utilize a dominant feature of a site in varying
ways to create a rhythm beyond a simple A-B repetition. An example is Seminole Golf
Club in Juno Beach, Florida. Seminole is dominated by two ridges that run north-south
through the property along the far western and eastern edges. Instead of repeatedly
playing up and down from hole to hole, Donald Ross incorporated the ridges four
different ways on fourteen of the holes. The three flat holes in the middle of the
routing (8, 9, 10) are varied enough to create their own rhythm playing as a par 3-5-4.
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Ross’s utilization of the ridges is what distinguishes Seminole. He avoided
basic repetition by integrating the ridges in a variety of strategic ways, creating a
rhythmic symphony through alternation and inversion. He simply never used the
ridges the same way back to back. The western-most ridge comes into play from
holes 2 to 7 with the following rhythm: B-A-D-C-D-A. Ross repeats a similar rhythm
on the back nine through the use of the eastern-most ridge along the ocean from
holes 11 to 18: B-A-B-C-A-B-A-C (following is the legend):
A:
B:
C:
D:

Tee off the ridge.
Green set into or on top of the ridge.
The hole tees off the ridge and then plays to a green set within the ridge.
Fairway plays along the length of the ridge.

Donald Ross’s routing of Seminole Golf Club in Juno Beach, Florida, utilizes two sandy ridges in
multiple fashions to create a rhythmic layout. (Courtesy: Richard Mandell Golf Architecture)

It shouldn’t be a surprise that some of the best courses in the world have
a pleasing rhythm within their layouts as well as the most diversity in their site’s
topography. The golf architect who takes advantage of the topography by weaving
those features into a rhythmically-pleasing way will always be successful.
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But how does a designer develop a rhythmic golf course routing on land that
lacks any notable topography? The answer is as subjective as one’s personal taste in
music. For instance, my favorite is Rhythm & Blues. The rhythmic patterns of musical
instruments and sounds from R & B artists have specific patterns that entertain me
much more than the rhythm exuded from heavy metal or country music. The same
specific notes in and of themselves are found in all three musical types but the rhythm
of the sounds differs greatly. The same is true of golf course routings. The resultant
rhythm the golf course entails may be pleasing to some but not to others.
On a golf course composed of eighteen straight golf holes on flat land,
rhythm can only be defined through hole length, which directly translates to difficulty
for the majority of golfers. Short-long-short-long may be attractive to some, yet
others may want short-medium-long-short-medium-long. Personal preference for a
course routing with rhythm may be strong for those who prefer alternating easy-hard
holes. Others may prefer easy-easy-hard-hard. Others may not care about difficulty
at all. The patterns are endless.
The most intriguing courses are those with a rhythmic order of par that’s rarely
repeated, such as 3-4-5-3-5-4. Similarly intriguing is when those holes vary in direction
as well, such as straight-left-right-straight, etc. The rhythm to one’s routing is further
enhanced through the placement of hazards and other features on those same holes.
For example, a routing in which one hole with a bunker left off the tee is followed
by another hole (of a different par) with a bunker to the right off the tee, followed
by two more holes repeating the pattern with varying pars, creates repetition through
alternation (A-B-a-b). These four holes have a certain rhythm expressed through
pattern (bunker placement) and spacing (hole par to hole par). There is obvious variety
in all of these examples, but how that variety is laid out leads to Rhythm.

Hooper’s Landing Golf Course in Seaford, Delaware. A rhythmic routing on flat land.
(Courtesy: Richard Mandell Golf Architecture)
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One of my favorite courses is Herbert Fowler’s Red course at Berkshire
Golf Club outside London. The Red’s routing has as much rhythm as a routing can
possibly have. Only once is par repeated on the entire course (at the par-four eleventh
and twelfth holes). This is one of two places in the entire routing where one comes
across parallel golf holes. Every other hole on the course alternates par, creating a
rhythm that’s far from repetitive and beyond alternating. The rhythm of Berkshire
Red is the primary contributor to the joy one experiences there. The property lent
itself to such a routing and Herbert Fowler took full advantage of it.

Hole #9 (Red), Berkshire Golf Club, Ascot, England: Golf architect Herbert Fowler found a
site with great topographic rhythm, allowing him to create an equally-rhythmic routing.
(Courtesy: Richard Mandell Golf Architecture)

A course that offers such a memorable rhythm like the Red is hard to achieve
for even a stretch of holes within a routing, let alone all eighteen holes. But when
the site allows that possibility, the golf architect must take advantage of it. As I
mentioned earlier about Braemar Golf Course in Minnesota, my sequence of holes
three through eight runs 3-5-3-5-3-5. Bracketed by par fours, this arrangement is the
epitome of an alternating rhythm. Within the realm of golf architecture, where there
are only three choices of par, being able to run a string of six alternating threes and
fives is an opportunity that must be grasped.
What allowed such great rhythm to happen wasn’t my desire to create it but
the site features that let me seek out the best holes possible. The rhythm of the pars
was just an added bonus. One can easily accomplish such a string of holes on flat land
but to achieve it on rolling ground lends itself to a special place.
When it comes to building rhythm to a crescendo through the principle of
gradation, the first two places that come to mind are Augusta National Golf Club and
TPC Sawgrass. Augusta National’s “Amen Corner” (holes 11 – 13) is arguably the
most crucial stretch of holes every year at the Masters. The preceding holes all lead
up to the strategic decisions made in this stretch. Once through the gauntlet, the rest
of the way is a bit less stressful, with holes 15 and 16 being a mini-gauntlet providing
a rhythm of their own.
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Braemar Golf Course in Edina, Minnesota. Environmental constraints such as
ponds, creeks, and wetlands were contributing factors to the 3-5-3-5-3-5 hole sequence.
(Courtesy: Richard Mandell Golf Architecture)

From the first tee, everyone playing TPC Sawgrass is thinking about the door-die island green seventeenth. Because of its penultimate position on the course,
and the potential of disaster that awaits, the tension within the golfers and viewers
arguably builds to a greater crescendo than even at Augusta National. Through the
use of gradation, Pete and Alice Dye created a steady drumbeat rhythm that leads to
the ultimate in high drama.
Sometimes, the rhythmic build-up is pre-ordained like at Sawgrass and yet
other times, outside influences such as the Masters allows rhythm to evolve. In the
case of Augusta, it was not MacKenzie’s or Bobby Jones’ intention to reach a high at
Amen Corner. Their original plan had the nines reversed. Nonetheless, the annual
drama from the Masters helped develop the rhythm of Augusta’s routing.
These examples of how rhythm can be experienced in a golf course routing
leads one to consider the effects of creating a signature hole at the possible expense
of other holes. In this regard, it may be personal preference on the designer’s part
to create anticipation through rhythm. As long as the other holes do not lack for
effect as a result, there is nothing wrong with the idea, particularly if the hole comes
naturally. Quite often, though, routing decisions that are made elsewhere just to make
a signature hole fit will negatively affect pace of play and disrupt the overall rhythm.
From an operational standpoint, nothing damages customer satisfaction
more than pace of play issues. Granted, too many golfers on the course can be the
primary culprit. But there are crowded golf courses that don’t take nearly as long
to play as many less crowded ones. The reason comes in the rhythm of the layout.
For example, a long uphill hole that bogs down play may be followed by an easier,
downhill hole to balance the pace. Or a hole that has a blind component to it may be
surrounded by holes whose features promote a faster pace. Yet back-to-back uphill
slogs will cripple pace of play.
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Most designers avoid back-to-back par threes for the same reason. But if the
site features demand such a stretch, the golf architect should be prepared to augment
them with holes before and after that are conducive to pace of play. That way, the
rhythm of the overall routing is still enjoyable while the site features are maximized.
Multiple forced carries contribute to pace of play issues as well. To counter
this problem, architects must incorporate forced carries wisely and temper them with
holes that are more free-flowing before and after. Pace of play isn’t about combating
slow; it’s about creating flow.
One example of how to keep the flow going comes from my friend Bill
Yates, the “guru of pace.” Bill liked to cite the example of a short par four followed
by a long par three. Regardless of flow or difficulty, the likelihood of a wait on a par
three tee is always greater than on a par four or five because only one group can ever
play the hole at one time. If the previous hole is a short par four, taking less time to
play than a longer hole, the rhythm of the routing is disrupted by depositing golfers
on the par three tee even faster, adding to the inevitable wait.
The pace of play is similar if the short par four follows a par three. If
short holes can be balanced on both ends by longer (not necessarily harder) holes,
then the flow is spread out more, resulting in less wait time between shots. Creating
more pockets where multiple groups can freely move from shot to shot will create a
more enjoyable experience. In cases where the natural lay of the land prohibits such
routing decisions, the architect must consider the selection and placement of hazards
to maintain a good flow.
The distance between holes is just as important to flow. A long walk from a
green to the next tee may not allow the golfer to establish any rhythm with his or her
golf game. Couple that with a string of difficult holes, and the ensuing pace of play
will ruin anyone’s day. But a routing where the next tee is always a few safe steps from
the previous green will create a more positive rhythm to one’s round.
When golfers complain about not being able to “get into a rhythm” during their
rounds, they usually infer that they can’t play their own game. This often is due to not
being able to hit driver off the tee, forced instead to lay up more than desired. There
is a certain rhythm to our golf swings that’s usually at full throttle when hitting driver
at every opportunity. To stop and consider a lesser club not only halts the flow, it
also means forcing a club into a player’s hands for the next shot. I am not saying one
should never consider a club off the tee other than the one he or she hits the farthest.
There are many strategic cases where a lesser club is the club of choice - choice being
the critical word here. Strategy is all about options leading to choices but shouldn’t
forcibly interrupt the rhythm of a golf round.
Putting green design can also create rhythm issues, such as the consideration
of putting green size and how it may affect pace of play. One side of the debate
favors smaller greens that may mean fewer putts balanced by more short game activity
around the green. The thought process is that golfers take less time to analyze and
consider a short game recovery shot than a putt, thus maintaining pace. The other
side favors larger greens because they will promote more greens in regulation and
create a different flow to a round. There is no question as to which club one needs
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when it comes to putting. But the time taken to read and execute one, two, or three
putts can add time to the round and disrupt rhythm for others.
One way to balance this conundrum is to make bigger greens less undulating
to promote the pace and leave the more rolling contours for smaller greens. But where
is the fun in that? I prefer a variety of green sizes and the chance to create dramatic
contours on the larger surfaces. More square footage allows for more dramatic slopes.
The opposite is true for a smaller green. The solution to this conflict is to promote
challenge and interest in both cases while improving pace of play elsewhere.
In addition to the overall rhythm of a golf course developed through its
routing, visual rhythm can be created through shaping of individual golf course
features. A visual rhythm is experienced by the path one’s eyes travel as they observe
a sand bunker outline, a putting surface, or the horizon line of a mound complex
through the same principles of repetition, alternation, and inversion. Unlike balance,
the rhythm of your eye’s path takes time to unfold. Creating bunker lines by alternating
patterns of long and short segments with straight and curved segments (all within the
same bunker) will create a rhythm that keeps the golfer’s interest longer than one
perfectly consistent line with no repetition at all.

Hole #12, Skydoor Golf Club in Zhangjiajie, Hunan, China. Arcs (in red) and segments (in black) create an alternating pattern. (Courtesy: Richard Mandell Golf Architecture)

A green or bunker line that’s too straight is literally flat-lined with zero
rhythm. Even a sand bunker’s multiple fingers, repeating the same dimensions, lack
rhythm. Yet if one allows the pattern to get too complicated, the look creates a sense
of tension in the golfer. Finding the right balance is the artistic differentiator.
The Principle of Rhythm expresses how the golfer moves through a golf
course over a period of time and is achieved through the use of repetition, gradation,
alternation, and inversion. The rhythm created through these tasks is either an
enjoyable experience because it flows in a specific pattern or is not an enjoyable
experience because it’s a random, broken pattern that stops and starts at different
intervals. The specifics of design, from routing to placement of hazards to shaping
of features, all contribute to how a round of golf is experienced through the timing
and space created through the Principle of Rhythm.
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